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DESCRIPTIVE NOTICE OF THE MAPS.

THE WORLD, ILLUSTRATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF LAND AND WATER, &c.

THIS Map is designed to illustrate the prime elementary truths of Physical Geography, displaying them in a

form which is obvious to the eye, as well as capable of ready appreciation by the reflective faculties of the

learner.

Physical Geography is the geography of the natural world. The first essential in a study of the truths

which it embodies is an adequate conception of the way in which Land and Water are distributed over the

surface of the globe. The Land may be regarded under three aspects 1st, Position and comparative extent ;

2d, Contour or shape ; 3d, Superficial aspect, or form of relief. The first and second of these points of view
are illustrated in the delineations afforded by the Map itself

;
in the case of the third, the appended Table

(of high-land and low-land regions) serves as a supplement to the Map, and supplies such deficiencies as are

inherent to it.

The Map of the World delineated on the plane of a meridian 20 west of Greenwich exhibits an
Eastern and a Western Hemisphere, and shows admirably the respective grouping of the land-masses that

constitute the Old and the New Worlds. The Old World is of the larger extent, and the more solid in

shape. But this single illustration is not sufficient. The land and water must be viewed also under the

conditions of a Northern and a Southern Hemisphere, as in the case of the smaller appended map, in the

lower left-hand corner of the plate.

Further, the world must be regarded under the conditions of a division which brings the greatest pos-
sible amount of Land-surface within the limits of one hemisphere, and the greatest amount of Water-surface

into the other half. This is accomplished by a line of division 90 distant on every side from London or,

in other words, by a projection made on the plane of the horizon of London, and coincident with what would
be obtained on the artificial globe by elevating the north pole 51| (the latitude of London) above the

horizon.

The facts which this plate serves to illustrate, and the conclusions to which it points, are summed up
in the second chapter of the " Class-Book of Physical Geography."

*

II.

PHYSICAL MAP OF THE WORLD, SHOWING THE CHIEF NATURAL DIVISIONS
OF THE LAND, AND THE OCEAN CURRENTS.

This plate carries the learner forward, in his study of the natural aspects of the globe,^y a highly

important stage. From the first conception of the general forms of Land and Water, he proceeds to

examine more closely the aspects and properties of each. The Land exhibits not merely its high-land masses

and its expanse of plain, but has besides its mountain-chains, its steppes, prairies, savannahs, pampas, and

deserts. The Water has its currents, or ocean-streams. All of these are delineated on the present Map.
It is of the highest importance in physical geography to study thoroughly the direction of mountain-

chains. These give their form and slope to the lower grounds, and determine the courses of the rivers.

The strong black lines (which mark, in the present Map, the mountain-chains) show at a glance the predo-
minant direction of east and west in the high-lands of the Old World, and, in a manner more strongly marked,
that of north and south in the cass of the New World. But there are exceptions to the rule, in the instance

of each. The transverse chains determine, in many cases, the lateral limits of the great river-basins, as the

greater chains do their slope and general area.

* " Clasa-Book of Physical Geography." By W. Hughes. (Published by G. Philip & Son, London and Liverpool)
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Again, the higher mountain-chains occupy the middle belt of the Old World, and culminate towards the

eastern'extremity of that belt. In the other half of the globe, they stretch along the western side of the

continent. In other words, the elevated land-masses adjoin the Pacific and Indian Oceans much more nearly

than they do the Atlantic and Arctic basins, and it is consequently towards the latter that the longer slopes

of the land are turned. This truth is further illustrated in the upper line of Sections appended to the Map,
in which are shown the comparative elevations of the land along lines drawn in the Old "VYorld from south

to north, and in the New World from west to east.

The lower line of Section shows the proportion which the greatest known elevations of the land bear to

the greatest ascertained depth of the sea. It serves, besides, to illustrate the truth, (too often disregarded

by learners,) that the ocean constitutes only a superficial interruption to the continuity of the land. The

mountain-slopes, which in one place sink beneath the waters of the sea, re-appear in the form of islands

rising out of the deep waters. The greatest ascertained depths of the sea exceed the highest elevations of

the land in nearly the same ratio that the water-surface bears to the land-surface of the entire globe.

Chapters IV.-VL, (" Class-Book of Physical Geography,") in the case of the Land, and Chapter VIII.
,
in

reference to the Ocean, supply a full development of the subjects which the present Map illustrates.

Ill

MAP ILLUSTRATING THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH, CHIEFLY
ACCORDING TO AMI BOUE.

This map must be regarded as only an approximation towards a view of the arrangement displayed in

the rocks which compose the Earth's crust. It is based principally upon the work of the distinguished
French philosopher, Dr Ami Boue, with such additions as later researches have supplied in the case of

various regions, as in parts of interior Africa, Australia, and elsewhere. It aims only at a broad generalisa-

tion, showing the extent to which the great families (as they may be termed) of rock formations are de-

veloped in the superior layers composing the crust of the globe.
The great division of rock-substances is into aqueous and igneous. The former are sedimentary

deposits, and are for the most part stratified and fossiliferous : the latter are either plutonic or volcanic.

The plutonic rocks have been formed through the agency of fire, under considerable pressure, and often at

vast depths. The volcanic rocks are the produce, not merely of recent or modern volcanic action, but of

analogous phenomena at various periods belonging to the earth's past geological records. Granite is the

typical example of the plutonic formation : the various rocks coming under the general name of "
trap," (as

basalt, trachyte, &c.,) together with the produce of modern volcanic eruption, belong to the volcanic series.

The sedimentary rocks comprehend (in the descending order) the successive series of formations, from

the recent deposits of sand or gravel to the rocks of hard and slaty texture which constitute the Silurian

and Cambrian systems. These form, according to the classification adopted in the present day,* nine distinct

series. In the present Map, the four upper members of the secondary formation (from the chalk to the lower

new red sandstone inclusive) are grouped together, while the carboniferous strata are allied with the lower

members of the secondary series.

To the two great classes of igneous and aqueous is added a third, known as metamorphic, from the fact

of the rocks which it comprehends exhibiting an appearance of alteration from their original form, due pro-

bably to the combined influence of heat and pressure. The metamorphic rocks exhibit a stratified arrange-

ment, but contain no traces of former life i. e., no fossils.

It is obvious, on comparison of the present Map with that by which it is immediately preceded, that

the rocks of plutonic origin, together with the older members of the secondary series, coincide for the most

part with the great mountain-ranges of either continent. Granite forms the basis of the Himalaya Moun-

tains, the Alps, the Pyrenees, the Ural Mountains, and the Caucasus, though portions of either mountain-

system are in some instances overlaid by sedimentary formations, which stretch outwards from its base.

The mountains of the Scandinavian peninsula are throughout composed of granitic and crystalline rocks.

In the New World, both the Rocky Mountains and the Andes have the same granitic bases
;
in the latter

system, however, granite is only visible in the lower elevations, the higher mountain-masses being crowned

by basalt and other rocks of A^olcanic origin.
Vast portions of the earth's surface especially in the Old World exhibit stratified rocks belonging

to the tertiary period of geology. The middle zone of Europe, stretching from the shores of the German
Ocean eastward, through Northern Germany and the region of the steppes, to the Caspian Sea

;
in Asia,

the western division of the great Siberian plain, from the banks of the Yenesei river westward to the Ural

region, the deserts of Turkestan, and the vast expanse of the Gobi, with the Persian and Syrian deserts
;

in Africa, the immense region of the Sahara, belong to this period. Similar regions in the western half of

the globe, and in the Australian continent, are easily recognised on the Map. The student of speculative

geology finds interest in seeking to delineate the relative contour of land and sea belonging to the various

epochs of sedimentary deposit, when many of the higher mountain-chains of the present era must have pre-
sented the aspect of insular masses, rising out of the waters of a surrounding sea.

* See Table in
" Class-Book of Physical Geography," Chap. Hi., p. 24.
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The older strata of the earth's crust, generally speaking, especially where the earlier sedimentary forma-
tions come into contact with rocks of crystalline texture, and with various plutonic masses, are the chief seat

of metallic veins. Thus, gold is uniformly found in connexion with quartz, and, in the case of our own
country, the palaeozoic rocks of Cornwall and Devon are the chief seat of the deposit of tin, copper, and other
metallic substances.

IV.

PHENOMENA OF VOLCANIC ACTION, SHOWING THE REACTION OF THE
INTERIOR OF THE EARTH UPON ITS EXTERNAL SURFACE.

This Map forms an important sequent to that which, immediately precedes it. It shows the geogra-

phical distribution of Earthquake-shocks, and the seats of modern volcanic fire. The appended plans of

particular volcanic regions, on a larger scale, illustrate the phenomena of some of the more celebrated earth-

quakes and eruptions.
In this plate, as the wording of its title implies, the phenomena of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions

are regarded as connected with the earth's central heat.* The high subterranean temperature of our globe
everywhere increasing with increase of depth is of uniform distribution

;
but its manifestation on the

earth's surface is limited (probably by chemical and mineral conditions) to particular regions. These regions,

however, have a wide geographical area, as the Map shows. The vast circuit of the Pacific exhibits a belt of

igneous disturbance, stretching almost continuously round its shores. The equatorial Andes, on one side of

the great ocean, and the East Indian archipelagoes on the other, mark its limits in the direction of east and

west, and these are divided by 180 of longitude or half the circumference of the globe. Western Asia and
the shores of the Mediterranean comprehend another great volcanic region, the outlying portions of which, to

the westward, stretch far into the bed of the Atlantic, and rise at intervals, in the islands of the Canaries

and the Azores, above its waters. The volcanic members of the Lesser Antilles, in the West Indies, are

perhaps to be regarded as belonging to the same region. In a more northerly latitude, Iceland constitutes

another and highly important seat of igneous disturbance. But the shading of the Map itself serves best to

indicate such localities, and renders commentary almost superfluous.
A distinction is drawn by writers on geology between central and linear volcanoes. The former term is

applied to those instances in which a crater of eruption forms the central point of a group of volcanic vents.

The Sandwich (or Hawaiian) and Society Islands, the Marquesas group, the island of Re-union, or Bourbon,
and a few others indicated on the Map, are of this order. But by far the greater number of volcanic craters

exhibit a linear arrangement, such as is strikingly exhibited in the volcanoes of the Andes, the volcanic cones

which extend (in nearly a direct line) across the Mexican plateau, the islands of the Aleutian and Kurile

chains, and, even yet more obviously, in the numerous volcanoes of Java prolonged, as the enlarged plan of

that region shows, through the entire length of the island.

The names and positions (the latter denoted by a small black dot) of all the more
1

important volcanoes

are given upon the Map, with as much completeness as the scale will admit of. The total number of vol-

canoes known to have been in activity within the historic period is about three hundred.

V.

MAP OF THE MOUNTAIN-CHAINS AND RIVER-SYSTEMS OF EUROPE.

This Map, and the four succeeding Maps of the series, supply additional details respecting the various

reliefs of the land, with the extent and direction of the respective high and low grounds of either continent.

The mountain-chains and hill-ranges of Europe are here traced with considerable approach to completeness,
and the study of the Map, in combination with the Sections by which it is bordered, will be found of high-

value to the learner. Much care has been bestowed upon the preparation of the sectional diagrams, which

show, at a glance, the comparative elevations of all the principal mountains. The prolonged lowland plain

which extends through the middle belt of Europe, in the direction of 'east and west, from the German Ocean

to the neighbourhood of the Ural Mountains, is well shown in the lower diagram.
An important purpose of the Map is brought out by its colouring, which shows the comparative area of

drainage belonging to the various seas by which Europe is, for the most part, surrounded. The Mediter-

ranean basin is limited in area by the mountain-chains, which, making close approach to its shores, preclude

the development of prolonged river-courses
;
while the basins of the Black, Caspian, and Baltic Seas stretch

far back into the distant interior of the continent.

This Map illustrates the fallacy, long prevalent, and even yet scarcely sufficiently discarded, which identi-

fied watersheds with mountain-chains. The great watershed of Europe that which separates its northern

and southern drainage coincides, throughout the eastern half of the continent, with a low range of hills,

which, in their greatest elevation, the Valdai plateau, hardly reach more than eleven hundred feet in height,
* " Class-Book of Physical Geography," Chap, xi., p. 161.
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and which subside in some parts into an expanse of marsh. To the north of this watershed the rivers flow

towards the Baltic Sea and the Arctic Ocean, while on its opposite side the streams are directed towards the

Black and Caspian Seas. The watershed itself is crossed in several instances by canals, formed with little

difficulty across its gentle undulations, and uniting the head-waters of rivers which have their outlets at

opposite extremities of the continent.

VI.

THE MOUNTAIN-CHAINS AND RIVER-SYSTEMS OF ASIA.

Two prime characteristics of the physical geography of Asia are the vast extent and altitude of its

high-land masses, and the large area of its inland drainage. The Sections appended to the Map illustrate

well the former of these features, especially that to the right. The vast plateau which spreads, in the very
centre of the continent, between its prolonged mountain-ranges, reaches in the plains of Tibet an altitude

rivalling the highest points of the Alps. The snow-covered peaks of the Himalaya, which form the south-

ward buttress of this region, nearly double that elevation.

The Sections, especially that on the right of the Map, help to show the real nature of so-called moun-

tain-chains, and indicate the place which they occupy in regard to the elevated lands of the globe. Moun-

tain-chains are a portion merely of the earth's high-land masses, and have no existence excepting as such.

The highest mountains on the earth's surface the Himalaya are only the southward face of the Tibetan

plateau. They reach a height of 29,000 feet above the waters of the Bay of Bengal, but are less than half

that altitude when regarded from the summit of the table-land, on their opposite face.* Again, it is not in

the highest crest of the mountain-region, but in the broader mass of elevated land, behind the chain of snow-

covered peaks, that the watershed between southern and central Asia is found. The head-waters of the

Indus and its chief tributaries are found to the northward of the higher mountain crest, and their streams

pass through deep openings or gorges which break up the whole region on its southward face. The Altai,

again, is not a watershed at least not in its highest crest. The affluents of the Obi, and the streams

that join the basin of lake Baikal, have their sources to the southward of the mountains. So true is it that

mountain-chains and watersheds are distinct features, and so great is the error of identifying the one with

the other.

The inland drainage of Asia comprehends the vast region of the Gobi, the basin of lake Lop, the

steppes of the Aral and Caspian lakes the whole of them continuous. Adding to this extent that large

portion of the Caspian basin which belongs to Europe, we find a continuous area of above two millions of

square miles, within which the running waters nowhere reach the ocean. The most depressed portions of

this vast region, the shores of the Caspian, are even below the general level of the waters of the globe,t

VII.

THE MOUNTAIN-CHAINS AND RIVER-SYSTEMS OF AFRICA.

It is only within recent years that our knowledge of African geography has been sufficiently extended
and definite to supply materials for such a Map as this. Even now there is much that is doubtful and
there are many gaps for future explorers to fill

The ascertained existence of extensive lake-basins in the southern half of the African continent, and
the acquirement of a true conception of the physical configuration of that extensive region, are the most

important results of recent African research. Instead of vast central high-lands, long supposed to fill up the

interior of Africa to the south of the equator, that region has been shown by Livingstone to consist

of moderately-elevated plains, with their longer slope directed to the eastward, and bordered towards the sea,
on either side, by mountain-chains which rise above the average level of the interior. These border moun-
tain-chains of the eastern and western coasts are not watersheds : the rivers derive their supply from the
watered plains of the interior, and pass through openings in the higher grounds, on their way to the sea.

The large lake of Tanganyika, lying six hundred miles distant from the eastern coast-line, has an elevation

of only 1800 feet above the sea.

The river Nile still offers (as it has done for three thousand years) the great problem of African geo-
graphy. Whence does that mysterious stream draw its most distant waters ? We may regard the problem
as on the eve of solution. The stream of the White Nile has been traced upwards to within three degrees
of the equator. If the fresh-water lake of Nyanza, the southernmost extremity of which is about the
same distance south of that line, be not the long-soxight source of that river, there is at least high proba-
bility that it falls within its basin. The large expanse of the Bahr el-Ghazal, the affluents of which stretch
south to within a short distance of the equator, is united to the channel of the White Nile. The basin of
the Nile therefore stretches from the shores of the Mediterranean back into the far-distant interior of the

* See remarks on this subject in "
Claas-Book of Physical Geography," p. 37.

f Ibid., p. 63.
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continent, through thirty degrees of latitude, and the great river itself has a development which (including
its windings) is probably little short of three thousand miles. Yet through fourteen hundred miles (from
the junction of the Tecazze downwards) the Nile does not receive a single affluent an instance which has
no parallel in hydrography elsewhere.

The two great features of African geography are the river Nile and the Desert. Few things have
exercised a greater influence upon the fortunes of mankind. In ancient times, civilisation grew into

maturity within the valley of the Nile, and the movements of nations followed the waters of the great river,
beside the banks of which the student of art still loves to wander. But the periodical overflow of Its waters
marks with precision the limit of Egyptian art and culture. Immediately adjacent is the desert vast
and dreary in its solitude the home of nomade races, unchanging in their habits as the wilderness itself.
In the desert, nothing changes, neither external aspect nor social life.

VIIL

THE MOUNTAIN-CHAINS AND RIVER-SYSTEMS OF NORTH AMERICA.

The New World is the region of lowland plains and of vast river-basins. Its fresh-water lakes approach
the character of seas in their magnitude. The basin of a single river the Mississippi is more than a third
the size of Europe, and the united area of the lakes belonging to the St Lawrence valley exceeds that of the
island of Great Britain.

The Rocky Mountains are the back-bone of the North American continent, and they divide, through
great part of their prolonged extent (though not continuously, for in this, as in other instances, the water-
shed is not throughout coincident with the mountain crest) its eastern and western waters. The country
lying to the west of the Rocky Mountains is a singular region, towards the physical aspect of which the occur-
rences of recent years have directed an increasing share of regard. It includes the large tract of the Great
Basin or plateau of Utah, a region which bears close analogy to the enclosed plateaus of Central Asia.
The Great Salt Lake, within this area, has no outlet to the sea, though lying at an elevation of 4200 feet.

Its waters are intensely salt and bitter, rivalling in such regards those of the Dead Sea.

All that portion of North America which is west of the Rocky Mountains exhibits regions of elevation
masses of high-land alternating with deep river- basins, such as those of the Sacramento and the Fraser.

This belt of elevated land is prolonged southward in the plateaus of Mexico and Central America. The
strictly continental mass of North America the region of lowland plains, great lakes, and yet greater rivers

terminates to the south, along the line of the Mexican Gulf, nearly under the parallel of 30 latitude. The
western region of high-land is throughout more or less volcanic, and becomes conspicuously so in its south-
ward prolongation. The features of the Mexican plateau are brought out in the Section appended to the Map.

IX.

THE MOUNTAIN-CHAINS AND RIVER-SYSTEMS OF SOUTH AMERICA.

South America exhibits the same characteristic feature as the northern half of the New World a broad
belt of high-land along its western side. To the eastward of this elevated belt are vast lowland plains,

stretching over the central regions of the interior. The slope of the whole continent is to the eastward, as

the courses of the great rivers show. The Section along the upper portion of the Map illustrates this.

The Andes are the typical mountain-region of the New World, as the Himalaya are of the eastern half

of the globe. The comparative heights of their principal summits are well illustrated in the Section given
below the Map. Aconcagua, the loftiest of the Chilian Andes, is generally regarded as the culminating

point of the entire system, but the mountain known as Lirima, within the Bolivian Andes (S. lat. 19 47')
has been conjectured to reach a greater height.* The passes over the Andes rival those of the Himalaya
in altitude, and the plateaus which are enclosed between the successive cordilleras nearly equal in height the

table-lands of Asia, though inferior to them in superficial extent.

X.

MAP ILLUSTRATING THE CLIMATES OF DIFFERENT REGIONS, WITH THE PRINCIPAL
HYDROGRAPHIC BASINS OF EITHER CONTINENT.

The subjects illustrated by this Map are discussed in Chapters VII., IX., and X.,
" Class-Book of

Physical Geography." They include an extensive variety of topics, too comprehensive to be properly under-

stood without careful and detailed study. Such merely technical explanation as is necessary to an under-

standing of the symbols used in the Map is supplied on the plate itself.

Valuable deductions, in reference to the climate of particular regions, and their resultant capabilities,

* See ''Class-Book of Physical Geography," Chap. v.
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may be obtained from study of the smaller appended Maps, which exhibit (on a scale necessarily small,

but yet sufficient for the general purposes of the learner) the courses taken by lines of mean equal yearly

temperature drawn round the globe, and of similar lines marking the respective temperature of the seasons

of summer and winter. Such lines are known as isothermal that is, of equal heat* It is at once obvious

that none of these lines coincide in direction with parallels of latitude, nor does the direction of the mean

summer and winter lines correspond, either the one with the other, or with that of the lines representing

the distribution of mean yearly temperature. These differences, as elsewhere explained, result from the

irregular conformation of land and sea, and their inequality of distribution over the surface of the globe.

The western shores of the Old World, within the limits of the temperate zone that is, the countries

of "Western Europe, possess conditions of climate most favourable to man. They have a higher tempera-

ture, upon the average of the whole year, than other regions at correspondent distances from the equator ;

and at the.same time they enjoy summers of moderate heat and winters of moderate cold. The opposite
shores of the Atlantic exhibit the most contrasted conditions in these regards. The lines drawn on our plate

illustrate these truths. Compare, for example, Labrador with Norway, upon each of the three appended

Maps. There are 20 in difference of latitude between the extremities of the two countries
;
but the mean

yearly isotherm of 32, (the freezing point of Fahrenheit,) which crosses Labrador, passes also the North

Cape of Europe. The line which marks a summer temperature of 50 takes almost the same course. The
contrast between the two countries is greatest in the case of the winter season. The winter of Labrador

(and even of Lower Canada) is actually colder than that of the North Cape, for the line of 14 temperature,
which passes just to the south of the former, ranges far to the northward of the highest point of Scan-

dinavia. Conditions of like contrast (and perhaps to nearly as great an extent) are exhibited in the case of

the opposite shores of the Pacific Ocean, between the western coasts of North America on the one side, and

the eastern extremity of Asia on the other. The student will realise many such points of difference for

himself, by study of the Map, and in doing so will learn a lesson of high value in physical geography.

XL

1. MAP OF THE WOELD, SHOWING CO-TIDAL LINES.

2. MAP SHOWING CUEVES OF EQUAL MAGNETIC VAEIATION, FOE 1858.

1. By a co-tidal line is meant a line connecting places which experience high water, at new and full

moon, at the same hour. A series of such lines, drawn upon a chart of the World, illustrate the advance
of the tidal wave, as it successively brings high water to different portions of coast.

Owing to conditions which are explained elsewhere,t the Southern Ocean is the region in which
the great tidal wave, which passes entirely round the globe twice within every twenty-four hours, is gene-
rated, and whence, travelling onward, it reaches in succession the other oceans and seas. The conformation
of land and sea, at their line of junction, the various depths of the ocean's bed, and other conditions, (many
of them but obscurely known,) affect its rate of progress, and either retard or accelerate its course. Hence
the difference between the intervals which separate the hour-lines, observable at a glance upon the chart.

These intervals are greater in the open portions of the ocean, and smaller in the narrow seas : in the case of
the former, where no obstacle impedes the advance of the tidal wave, it passes with comparative rapidity
over large spaces of sea, and along extensive lines of coast. In the narrow channels and partially land-
locked estuaries or bays, the same wave is retarded both by lateral obstacles and diminished depth, and
places that are only at trifling distances apart yet experience considerable difference in the respective times
of high and low water. The tidal wave thus passes from the coast of Tasmania to the neighbourhood of
the Cape of Good Hope, and again from the latter to the shores of Portugal, in the same interval of time
that it takes (in a further stage of its course) to get thence to the head of the English Channel Again,
as the Map shows, the tidal wave divides, as it meets the shores of Britain, into two great branches, one of
which flows up the English Channel, while the other, passing round the western side of Ireland and the
western and northern shores of Scotland, afterwards travels down the east coast of Britain, and, off the

estuary of the Thames, meets the advancing portion of a later wave, which, travelling up the Channel, has
reached the same point by a shorter route. In a part of the German Ocean, towards its eastern side, and
under the same parallels as the coast of Jutland, there is no perceptible tide, owing to the way in which the

opposing streams, coming from different directions, neutralise one another. Elsewhere, the height of the tidal
wave is either increased or diminished, by analogous causes. This explains the extremely small tides which
occur upon the northern portion of the Dutch shores and the adjoining coast of Jutland. There are nume-
rous similar anomalies, which can only be explained by careful observation of the precise local conditions.

2. The entire subject of terrestrial magnetism is a difficult, and in some respects an obscure one. The
polarity of the magnet has been known to the Chinese, and probably to other Oriental nations, from early

* Lines of equal mean summer temperature are distinguished by the term isothcrdl, and those of mean winter temperature as tsochtmenal. See "
Class-Book," p. 150.

t " Class-Book of Physical Geography," p. 105.
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antiquity, but the use of the magnetic needle in navigation was not introduced into Europe earlier than the
thirteenth century. Columbus, in the course of the memorable voyage which resulted in the discovery of

the New World (1492) was perhaps the first to observe the declination of the needle, that is, its deflection

from the true north. The amount of this deflection, at any particular time and place, is a subject of the

highest importance as a problem of practical navigation.
The present chart (reduced from one officially published by the British Admiralty) shows two curved

lines one crossing the Eastern, the other the Western half of the globe along which the magnetic needle
exhibits no deflection from a due north and south direction. There is, besides, another similar line, of oval

shape when projected on the Map, and encircling a portion of Eastern Asia. These are called Lines of

No Variation.

The two principal Lines of No Variation shown on the chart are obviously but the opposite sides of one

great circular line passing round the globe, and forming a Magnetic Meridian. There are two places on this

line one in the northern and the other in the southern hemisphere towards which the extremities of the

needle, in whatever part of the globe, are always directed. These are known as the Magnetic Poles. The

place of the North Magnetic Pole (in about lat. 70, and nearly under the meridian of 94 W., that is,

adjoining the Arctic shores of America) is shown on our map. The South Magnetic Pole, the place of

which does not fall within its limits, is in a nearly correspondent latitude of the southern hemisphere, under
the meridian of 150 east (nearly due south from Tasmania.) The needle always points to these poles;
hence the amount of deflection from, the true meridian (which is a line joining the opposite extremities

of the earth's axis) continually increases with every successive degree of departure from the place of the

magnetic meridian, or line of no variation. Upon one side of either of the lines shown on the chart the

deflection of the needle is to the westward, and upon the other side to the eastward, of the true north.

In passing round the place of either magnetic pole, the needle would make a complete circle (its north or

south point, as the case might be, remaining constantly directed towards its own pole), so that the direction

of its extremities, with reference to the true north and south, would become actually reversed. That is

(taking the northern magnetic pole as an example), the amount of deflection, or variation, would keep on

increasing until it arrived at 180, and when at that precise amount the North end of the needle would point
due south, and the reverse.

The Lines of No Variation are not fixed. They oscillate to and fro over the earth's surface, and, with

their movement, the amount of deflection or variation at any given place undergoes continual change. In

1660, one of the lines of No Variation passed through London, the needle in that year pointing, at London,
due north. It then commenced a deflection to the west of north, the amount of this deflection increasing

until it attained, in 1818, a maximum of 24'3. Since that time, it has been slowly returning to the east-

ward. In 1858, (the date represented by the chart), the variation at London was nearly 22 west

XII.

MAP ILLUSTRATING THE DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE IN DIFFERENT

REGIONS, AND AS AFFECTED BY CONDITIONS OF CLIMATE.

Each region of the earth is the seat of particular forms of vegetable life. In other words, every

country (and even every district of any considerable extent) has its own particular flora. Thus, the Old

World is the native region of rice and wheat, of the date-palm, the tea-plant, and the coffee-shrub, of cinna-

mon and nutmeg ;
the New World, of maize, cocoa, the cassava plant, of the potato, and of tobacco. But

climate influences in a material degree the distribution of plants, and the zones of temperature which suc-

ceed one another from the equator towards either pole are marked by correspondent differences in the forms

of vegetable life. Thus, palms and bananas flourish only within or near the tropics, while only herbaceous

plants, mosses, and lichens, grow in the neighbourhood of the polar circle.

In the present Map, the surface of the earth is divided into zones of vegetable life, to each of which is

given a name derived from that of some distinguishing characteristic in such regards. Thus, Palms and

Bananas are succeeded, on either side, by a zone of Evergreen foliage ;
to that succeeds a belt of Deciduous

vegetation, followed by a zone of trees belonging to the Coniferous order, and (yet further distant from the

equator) by a zone of Mosses and Lichens. This division, adopted with the purpose of placing before the

student a broad and summary generalisation, capable of being easily retained in the memory, might of

course be expanded into one of greater minuteness, in which the number of such belts would be increased.

Thus, either half of the earth is sometimes divided, for such purposes, into a Tropical, a Sub-tropical, a Warm

Temperate, a Cold Temperate, a Sub-arctic, an Arctic, and a Polar zone, to each of which may of course be

assigned its characteristic (and, in a certain measure distinctive) class of vegetable life. But the less minute

division here adopted appears to have preferable advantages.

The Map is sufficiently explanatory in itself, and requires little comment. The divisions between

the various zones, it will be observed, are not marked by parallels of latitude, but by lines of equal tempera-

ture for the most part by isotheres, or lines of mean equal summer heat.* The learner will guard against

* The lines which divide the Zone of Palms and Bananas from those of Evergreen Foliage are isotherms (or lines of

mean yearly heat), because within or near the tropics the distinctions of summer and winter are unknown. The dividing lines
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the impression that lines so definite as those drawn on the Map have any place in nature. The typical

forms of one region pass into the regions which adjoin it on either side, and are only gradually succeeded by

other forms, with which they at first intermingle. Each zone, in reality, overlaps its adjoining zones, while

the distinctive character of each is yet sufficiently marked. It is thus throughout the world of nature,

which everywhere avoids abrupt transitions.

XIII.

1. THE GEOGEAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND CULTIVATION OF PLANTS, EMBRACING
HUMBOLDT'S AND SCHOUW'S SYSTEMS.

2. THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND CULTIVATION OF ALL THE IMPORTANT
PLANTS USED AS FOOD FOR MAN.

The two Maps which are included on this plate form important supplements to the preceding Map.
Such explanation as their use requires is furnished on the plates themselves. A botanical region, it will be

observed, differs widely from a zone of vegetable life. Each genus of plants (perhaps each species), origin-

ally confined to a particular district, often of exceedingly limited extent, has by natural agencies become

spread over a wider region still, however, limited by well-marked conditions, dependent on soil and climate.

Schouw divides the surface of the globe into twenty-six botanical regions, the names of which are derived

from their characteristic forms of vegetable life. In popular language, one part of the world is the Region
of Spices, another of Heaths, a third of Pines, a fourth of Eucalypti, and so on. Not a single heath is

found in the New World, though plants of that family are numerously spread over a large area of the

eastern hemisphere. A large area of the globe, indicated in the present Map as the Region of Wastes,

Steppes, and Deserts, has a peculiar vegetation, limited to certain grasses, with thorny shrubs and other

plants of such a description.
The agencies most effective in extending the limits of particular botanical regions are winds, rivers,

ocean-currents, and tides, with the movements of birds and animals in general, and above all, the migrations
of man. These are treated of at some length in Chapter XIII. of the " Class-Book of Physical Geography."
It is mainly by the last of these the migrations of man from one region of the globe to another that the

principal food-plants have in the present day become distributed over the globe in the way shown in the

lower of the two Maps now under notice.

XIV.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PERPENDICULAR GROWTH OF PLANTS, IN THE TORRID,

TEMPERATE, AND FRIGID ZONES.

The figures given on this plate are highly instructive, as well as interesting, and deserve careful study.
They illustrate the way in which, in every zone, (and in every country) successive ascent above the sea-level

affects the growth of plants. The student may advantageously compare the plate with what is said else-

where on this subject.*

XV.

Notwithstanding their powers of locomotion, animals, equally with plants, are limited to particular
regions, in so far at least as natural distribution is concerned. In other words, each region of the earth
has its own proper fauna, as well as its flora. The present Map illustrates this truth, in so far as a few of
the members of the important class Mammalia are concerned. Fuller illustration will be found in Chapter
XIV. of the " Class-Book of Physical Geography," which the student will read with increased advantage by
aid of this and the two succeeding plates.

A Map of the World showing simply the distribution of land and water forms a not unimportant com-
mentary upon the diversities of animal life, as exhibited in the case of different regions. Geographical proxi-
mity has undoubtedly favoured the passage of various animals from one region to another; and in cases

between the other zones are isotheres, or lines of mean summer heat, because within temperate and higher latitudes it
is the temperature of summer, rather than the average temperature of the year, which regulates capability of vegetable
growth.

* "
Class-Book of Physical Geography," Chapter x., p. 134-C, and Chapter xiii., p. 201,
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where identity of species occurs in countries that are far removed from one another, the successive stages of
transit can be often traced without difficulty. The lands that lie under the Arctic Circle are continuous,

excepting in the case of Behring Strait, and the comparatively limited breadth of ocean dividing Scandi-
navia from Iceland, and that island from the shores of the New World. Even these partial interruptions to

continuity of land are to some extent periodically bridged over by ice. This conformation explains the fact

of identity of species in the case of so many of the animals native to high latitudes of either hemisphere.
The southernmost extremities of either continent, which are separated by the widest intervals from one

another, supply in their zoology the most striking instances of dissimilarity not merely of species, but even
of genera. We can readily understand, for example, why the white bear of the Arctic regions should range
over the higher latitudes alike of Europe, Asia, and America. But the animal life of the further extremes
of the South American and African continents has nothing in common. Still less has the zoology of Aus-
tralia an island-continent any points of identity with that of other regions.

Extensive deserts, not less than large bodies of intervening water, constitute a barrier to the passage of

animals, unassisted by human agency. The African wilderness limits to the northward the range of the

elephant, the rhinoceros, the giraffe, the zebra, and other denizens of the plains of Southern Africa. A full

exposition of such truths, however, would involve an amount of detail foreign to the purpose of a work like

the present, which seeks to illustrate only the fundamental truths of a subject ranging over the whole fiH
of natural zoology.

XVI.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PERPENDICULAR DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS, IN THE
TORRID, TEMPERATE, AND FRIGID ZONES.

This plate, like that similarly devoted to the growth of plants in regions of successive ascent above the

sea, forms an instructive commentary on the Zoological Map of the World, and will be found full of combined
instruction and interest to the student. The forms of nature are infinitely varied, in the animate and inani-

mate worlds alike, and more attractively so in the case of the former than in that of the latter. A few

minutes only of thoughtful attention devoted to this plate, conjointly with those by which it is immediately

preceded and followed, would surely suffice to relieve geography from the imputation of dryness, sometimes

ignorantly made.

Quadrupeds attain their greatest elevation on the plateaus and mountain-slopes of Asia, where flocks

and herds are pastured, on the sides of the Himalaya, at an elevation of 18,000 feet. The birds proper to

mountain-regions attain in their flight a still greater altitude. The condor of the Andes the largest of

birds has been seen winging its way through the air at the height of at least 24,000 feet, apparently
without experiencing any difficulty from the rarity of the atmosphere at such elevations. Birds of prey

occupy the most elevated positions the falcon tribe being commonly met with at 15,000 feet above the sea :

among quadrupeds, the bear has been met with at 16,000 feet, the puma at 11,000, and the royal tiger at

9500 feet. Reptiles are not usually found at any considerable elevation. The axototl of Mexico, an amphi-
bious reptile of the batrachian kind, about eight or nine inches in length, (fig. 27, in the diagram to the left

of the plate) is met with, however, at the height of 8500 feet

XVII.

ZOOLOGICAL MAP, ILLUSTRATING THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIRDS
AND REPTILES.

More than six thousand species of birds are known to the naturalist, Europe and tropical America being
richer in respect of them than any other regions. A very few only among the members of this numerous

class of the animal kingdom are selected for illustration in the present Map, which yet, however, brings out

some prominent and well-defined truths.

The influences of man on the geographical distribution of animal life, as it exists in the present day,

have been equally great in the case of Birds as in that of the Mammalia. Our domestic poultry have been

derived from other quarters of the globe, and the song-birds of Europe are now in course of introduction

into the Australian woodlands. With Reptiles, on the contrary, the natural habitations remain in great

measure unchanged. Many of these creatures, obnoxious to man, are little interfered with by him, except

in those cases where the instincts of self-preservation, and the usages of civilised life, prompt their destruc-

tion. The range of particular species of the Reptile kingdom is, for the most part, comparatively limited.

Reptiles reach their maximum size within the tropics, as the huge boa constrictor of the South American

swamps, and the pythons of the East Indies and tropical Africa, instance. Their numerical development is

greatest within the same regions. Towards higher latitudes, their numbers undergo rapid diminution, and

they scarcely pass the line of the northern polar circle. The species of the Old and New Worlds are in every

instance distinct, as again are those that are native to the Australian continent and adjacent islands.
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XVIII

MAP SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF MANKIND, ACCORDING TO THE AMOUNT
AND COMPARATIVE DENSITY OF POPULATION IN DIFFERENT LANDS.

The earth is inhabited by above eleven hundred millions of human beings. Some remarks upon their

geographical distribution, with reference to the popular division according to race, are made elsewhere.* It

is the chief object of this Map to show the comparative numerical population of various countries in the

present day. A Tabular Summary of the result is appended to the Map, and forms an instructive theme of

study, suggestive of many valuable reflections.

The preceding Maps of our series have sought to illustrate the capabilities of the various regions of the

Earth, with reference to their natural advantages of position, soil, climate, and produce. But the present
numerical distribution of mankind over the globe requires its explanation to be sought in history rather

than in geography. Or we should perhaps say, it is necessary to study history and geography conjointly, in

order to attain a full comprehension of it.

No portion of the American continent has, as yet, more than twenty inhabitants to the square mile

very few portions above half that number. Yet many of the regions that are now so scantily occupied by
man are endowed with capabilities for the support of populations as dense as those which tenant the most

civilised lands of the Old World. Again, the most populous among the settled provinces of Australia (the

colony of Victoria) has a ratio of only five persons to the square mile. The island of Tasmania has only

three, New South Wales only one, and New Zealand the same. The Cape Colony, with its almost bound-

less expanse of pasture, is at present as scantily occupied by man. Contrast such instances as these with

the cases of India, China, Italy, France, England, the Netherlands, and the difference is indeed great.

Many extensive portions of the earth, owing either to unfavourable conditions of position, natural

sterility, or analogous causes, must always remain thinly possessed by man. Siberia, the plains of Mongolia
and Turkestan, the African and Arabian wildernesses, and the vast expanse of territory which adjoins the

Arctic shores of the new world, are instances. The Sahara is parched by the scorching heat of a vertical

sun, while Siberia and Arctic America suffer equally from extreme cold. Such countries as Norway and

Sweden, or the greater part of European Russia, again, can never become populous, any more than the

Highlands of Scotland or the rocky coasts and islands of Greece. But many parts of Western Asia exhibit

instances of lands gone to decay, and tracts now comparatively desolate bear evidence of former population,
wealth, and industry.

Only eight among the national divisions of the Earth have populations exceeding the ratio of two hun-
dred to the square mile

;
three of the eight, it may be noted, are islands. Only three countries, Belgium,

China, and England, have a ratio of more than three hundred inhabitants per square mile. The Eastern
Continent includes the lands of past achievements : the Continents of the West and the South are the

regions of promise for mankind in the future.

XIX.

MAP ILLUSTRATING THE NATURAL PRODUCTIONS OF DIFFERENT LANDS, AND THE
PRINCIPAL ROUTES OF MARITIME COMMERCE

It is the aim of Physical Geography to show the various capabilities of the Earth, regarded as the
abode of man, to describe its natural features, productions, and various phenomena. It is full of human
interest, for every part of its extensive range of subjects has a direct bearing upon the pursuits and condi-
tion of mankind. The present Map aims at illustrating in some degree the connexion which obtains between
the natural world and the social condition of mankind. The productions of distant lands, and the commer-
cial intercourse which is maintained between their respective populations, are among the most important
facts of every-day life, as well as among the truths and corollaries of physical geography.

This Map may be advantageously compared with Nos. 2 and 10 of the series, for the sake of studying
the lines of route across the ocean (which constitute one of its prominent features) in connexion with the
direction of currents and periodical winds, as delineated in the two preceding plates. It is an elementary
truth in commercial navigation, that the course of a vessel through the ocean has to be determined by other
considerations than those of apparent distance on the chart. Again, the outward and homeward routes
between the same points often necessitate the navigator's pursuit of widely different tracks. Why, for

example, does the outward route from Britain to Canada and New England lie some degrees to the north-
Avard of the return route ? The course of the Gulf Stream, delineated on plate 2, supplies the answer. Or
why, in the outward route from England to the Cape of Good Hope, does the mariner cross the equator
under a meridian lying so far to the westward, often making near approach to the South American coast,
before he takes the eastwardly track which leads to his destined haven 1 The winds and currents of the
Atlantic explain the seeming anomaly. The trade-wind of the northern hemisphere favours (and indeed

* "
Class-Book of Physical Geography," Chap. xv.
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compels) a considerable westing in the earlier half of his route, and, after crossing the line, it is necessary
to stretch far to the south before the prevailing winds and currents which belong to the neighbourhood of

the southern tropic favour a returning course towards the east.

The outward and homeward routes now generally taken by vessels engaged in the Australian trade have
been determined by analogous considerations. Ships make the outward voyage to Melbourne or Sydney by
way of the Cape of Good Hope, and return to Britain round Cape Horn, thus circumnavigating the globe,
because in doing so they avail themselves of the prevailing currents of the air and the ocean alike which,
in the temperate latitudes of the southern hemisphere, are directed eastward. It has been by careful atten-

tion to such conditions that, under guidance of the numerous observations brought together by Captain

Maury, of the U. S. Navy, the passage between New York and San Francisco has been materially shortened

in point of time.

The Tabular List of Seaports appended to the Map will be found useful, and also, it is believed, possessed
of some interest. The facts which it brings together have not hitherto been presented in so compendious a

form.

XX.

PHYSICAL MAP OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS.

This Map requires no commentary, and needs no explanation beyond that given on the plate itself. It

is included in the present series for reasons which are sufficiently obvious. The geography of our own

country requires to be studied in greater detail than is necessary in the case of other lands, and everything
in the condition social, industrial, and commercial of the British nation is more or less directly dependent

upon the physical aspect of the group of islands which are its home. The Map may be usefully compared
with the brief description given in the " Class-Book of Modern Geography," under the head of " The British

Islands," (page 31 et
seq.)

PRINTED ET GEOEGE PHILIP AND SON, LIVERPOOL.
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aeorge Philip & Son's Catalogue of Atlases, Maps, and Educational Works continued.

ATLASES.

Philips' Initiatory Atlas for Young
Learners, containing 12 Maps, constructed from the best

Authorities, and clearly and accurately engraved. Imperial

16mo, illustrated cover, plain Maps, price 3d. ; or the

Maps colored, price Qd.

Philips' Miniature Atlas for the Young :

a suitable Gift Book for all Seasons. Twelve Maps, beautifully

printed in colors. Imperial I6mo, handsomely bound in cloth,

elegant, gilt edges, price Is. 6d.

The Training School Atlas, by W,
Hughes, F.B.G.S. New Edition, colored Maps. Medium

folio, bound in cloth, price 15s.

large ; 2ndly of tho Great Divisions
of the Globe (Europe &c.) ; Srdly,
of the British Islands ; and lastly,
of the Holy Land. The political
divisions of the earth at the present
time are embodied upon the in-

formation thus afforded, but in

such a manner as not to interfere

with its clear and distinct ex-

position.

THE Training-School Atlas is a
work altogether distinct in

character from any of those pre-

viously described. It consists of a
series of Maps (sixteen in number)
designed to illustrate, on a scale
of large size, and in a strictly
clear and methodical manner,
the leading features in Physical
Geography 1st, of the World at

Philips' School Atlas of Physical Geo-
graphy ; comprising a Series of Maps and Diagrams in

illustration of the Features, Climates,- Various Productions,
and Chief Natural Phenomena of the Globe. Edited by
W. Hughes, F.B.G.S., and designed as a Companion to

Hughes's
" Class-book of Physical Geography." Imperial

8vo, bound in cloth, 10s. Qd.

ublishers believe that this graphical knowledge even the
most elementary. It is by such
treatment alone that Geography
can be made attractive to the

youthful mind ever ready to
receive the record of strange and
varied phenomena, of diversified

scenery and climate, and yet more
diverse phases of vegetable and
animal life, which a description
of the natural world embraces.
To illustrate these truths, in clear
and natural sequence, and with
the most comprehensive regard of
the entire subject, in its fullest

meaning, has been the object
sought in the present volume.

1- Atlas will be found calculated
to fill an important place amongst
the educational means and appli-
ances of the present day, and to
conduce (in even higher measure
than any work of its class hitherto

placed before the public) towards
the promotion of the study of

Physical Geography in our schools.
It is an admitted truth of the

present age, that Physical Geo-
graphy underlies all Geography;
and that the facts (almost infinitely
varied) of which it is the record
instead of being kept back to the
later stages of tuition, should be
treated as the basis of all Geo-

OUTLINE MAPS & BLANK PEOJECTIONS.

THE
use of Outline Maps has

always been recognised as a
valuable adjunct in the business of
Education. When prepared with
care so as to show clearly and
truthfully the natural featwes of
various countries, the names only
beingomitted they serve purposes
of high importance, alike to the
teacher and the learner. To the
latter, they afford material assis-
tance (by aid of frequent repetition
and exercise, combined with prac-
tice in filling in the names with the

pen or pencil,) in fixing the
essential truths of Geography in

the memory ; and to tho former,
they supply at once the simplest
and most satisfactory means of

testing, by means of questions, the

pupil's progress.
The various srvics of such Maps,

differing in size aud correspon-
dently in price, afford Masters and
Mistresses of Schools an oppor-
tunity of such selection as may
meet the wants of learners of every
class.

Hughes's Outline Maps, a Series cor-

respondent in number and size to the Maps contained in the

"TRAINING-SCHOOL ATLAS," and exhibiting the NATURAL
FEATURES clearly and accurately delineated. By W. Hughes,
F.B.G.S. Printed on Drawing Paper. Size of tJte Maps,
22 inches by 17 inches. Price 6d. each.

Hughes's Blank Projections, uniform
in size and numberwiththe Maps contained in the " TRAINING-
SCHOOL ATLAS," and to the correspondent series of Outline

Maps. Price Gd. each.

H'HESE Projections contain only
J- tho Parallels and Meridians
required for tho purpose of Map
Drawing, to the practice of which
indispensable as an adjunct to

Geographical tuition, ana never to
be neglected when the time
necessary forits pursuit is available
to the learner they are in the
highest degree valuable.

LIST OF riUOHES'S OUTLINE MAPS AND BLANK PROJECTIONS.
1 Eastern Hemisphere
2 Western Hemisphere
8 Europe
4 Asia
5 Africa
6 North America
7 Soutlj America

8 British Islands
9 England and Wales
10 Scotland
11 Ireland
12 Australia and New Zealand
13 Palestine

OUTLINE MAPS & BLANK PROJECTIONS.

Philips' Outline Maps, corresponding
in size and scale with the Maps in the " COMPREHENSIVE
SCHOOL ATLAS." Size of Maps, 13 in. by 11 in. Printed
on Drawing Paper. Three Series, each containing Thirteen

Maps, neatly bound in stiff cover, each 3s. ; or the Maps
separately, price 3d. each.

Philips' Blank Projections, uniform in
form and size with the Maps in the " COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL
ATLAS" and the corresponding series of Outline Maps.
Printed on Drawing Paper. Three Series, each containing
Thirteen Projections (the same as in the Outline Atlas,)

neatly bound in stiff cover, each 3s. ; or the Maps separately,
3d. each.

LIGT OF PHILIPS' OUTLINE MAPS AND BLANK PROJECTIONS.

1 Eastern Hemisphere
2 Western Hemisphere
a World, on Mercator's Projection

(Double Map)
4 Europe
5 British Islands
6 England
7 Scotland
8 Ireland
9 France, in Provinces
10 France, in Departments
11 Belgium
12 Holland
13 Prussia
14 Sweden and Norway, with the

Circuit of the Baltic Coasts
15 Denmark, with Iceland and

Faroe Islands
10 Russia in Europe
1 7 Minor States of Germany
18 Austrian Empire
10 Switzerland
:iO Spain and Portugal
-!! Italy
:j Turkey in Europe, and Greece
.!:! Asia
J4 Turkey in Asia
'.'< Russia in Asia,including Siberia

and Transcaucasia
Jfi India

27 The Empires of China ani
Japan

28 Australia and New Zealand
29 New South Wales, A'ictoria, and

the settled portions of South
Australia

30 East Ii.dian Archipelago
31 Africa
82 Egypt and Arabia Petrsea, with

Nubia and Abyssinia
33 North America
34 United States
35 Canada, and the adjoining Pro-

vinces of British North America
36 Mexico and Yucatan
07 The West Indies, and the States

of Central America
33 South America

39 Palestine
40 The World, as known to the

Ancients
41 The Roman Kmpire Western

Half
42 The Roman Empire Eastern

Half
43 Greece, with the Islands of the

.Egrean

Philips' Outline Maps for Beginners,
uniform, in form and size, with the Maps in the " ATLAS FOR

BEGINNERS." Constructed by John Bartholomew, F.E.G.S.

Size, 10 inches by 8 inches. Printed on Drawing Paper.
Two Series, each containing Twelve Maps, stitched in neat

cover, each Is. ; or the Maps separately, price Id. each.

Philips' Blank Projections for Beginners,
uniform, in size and scale, with the Maps contained in the
" ATLAS FOR BEGINNERS," and the correspondent

" OUTLINE
ATLAS." Printed on Drawing Paper. Two Series, each

containing Twelve Projections (the same as in the " Outline

Atlas,"} stitched in a neat cover, each Is.: or the Maps
separately, Id. each.

LIST OF OUTLINE MAPS AND UL

1 The World, in Hemispheres
.J Europe
:; England
4 Scotland
5 Ireland
6 France and Switzerland
7 /J'^and and Belgium
8 Prussia and Germany
9 Sweden, Norway, and Denmark
10 Russia in Europe
11. Austria
12 Italy

ANK PBOJECTIONS FOE EEGIKNE11S.

18 Turkey in Europe, and Gr<xu
14 Spain and Portugal
15 Asia
16 India and China
17 Palestine
18 Australia
19 New South Wales and Victoria
20 Africa
21 North America
22 United States
23 Canada
24 South America

Philips' Initiatory Outline Atlas for

Young Learners, uniform, in form and size, with the Maps in

the " INITIATORY ATLAS." Size, 8 inches by 6 inches.

Printed on Drawing Paper. Twehc Maps, stitchtd in neat

cover, price Qd.

LIST OP MAPS.

The World
Europe
Asia
Africa
North America
South America

England
Scotland
Ireland
France
India
Palestine

Sovereigns of Great Britain, from the
Norman Conquest to the Reign of Queen Victoria. Fancy
cover, price Is.
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EDUCATIONAL MAPS.

Philips' Series of Large School -room
Maps, with the Physical Features boldly and distinctly

delineated, and the Political Boundaries carefully colored.

Constructed by William Hughes, F.R.G.S. Size 5 feet 8
inches by 4 feet 6 inches. Mounted on rollers and varnished.

LIST OF THE MAPS.
Price 16s. each.

THE WORLD, IN HEMt-
SPHEKES

EUROPE
ASIA
AFRICA
NORTH AFRICA
SOUTH AMERICA
AUSTRALIA 4 NEW ZEALAND

fJiHE Publishers were led to un-
-l dcrtalco this Series from a con-
viction of tho inadequacy of any of
the like Maps, already extant, to

repre.sent fairly tho Geographical
knowledge of tho present day, and
their consequent failure to supply
the wants of the educational com-
munity.
The necessity for the extensive

employment of Maps, in teaching
Geography, has long since been
universally admitted ; yet the full

value of a really good Map, as an
adjunct to tho labours of the

Teacher, has perhaps, even yet,
been hardly recognised. It has
been too commonly tho practice
owing, perhaps, to the limited field

of selection in regard to such
works, which, until within arccent

period, was aloue open to the
Teacher to regard any Map, of

j

the requisite proportions, as sifffi-
j

ciently calculated to answer tho
|

ordinary requirements of tho i

school-room. This tinder-estimate
!

(for such it really is) of tho trno I

value of Maps, and of tho place in
i

Education which they are calcu-
lated to fill, is undoubtedly an

ENGLAND AND WALES
SCOTLAND
IRELAND
PALESTINE

Price 21s. each.
THE WORLD, ON MERCATOB'S

PROJECTION
BRITISH ISLANDS
INDIA

error, and one of no slight mag-
nitude.
A really good Map is a geogra-

phical document of the highest
value. Its qualities as such cannot
be too forcibly impressed on the
mind of Teacher and Learn er alike.
It must be looked on, not as a mere
thing of lines and colors, but as the
embodiment of vital truths, affect-

ing the condition of mankind in all

ages. And it is only a really good
Map ono in which the great
features of natural Geography are

brought prominently into view
that can justly be so regarded.
The truths that are taught by the
aid of such a Map, pointed out to

tho comprehension of the learner
as embodied within it, and to be
educed thence by diligent and
appreciative study, will remain in

after-life as landmarks in the
record of mental progress.
The Publishers of the present,

Series are content to rest their
claims to notice upon their merits
alone, and they invite the atten-
tion of all persons interested in

Education to the particular Maps
which it embraces.

Hughes' Companion Text -book to

Philips' School-room Map of Europe, with Examination

Questions. By W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. Foolscap 8vo, cloth, Is.

HIS useful little volume is is to take the Map, and after giving
the pupil a general idea of the

continent, to go into the details of
tho subject, and treat the climate,
drainage, geological formations,
populations, &c., briefly but suffi-

ciently. A series of well-put
examination questions concludes

not a manual on geographical
science, but that which its namo
implies, a companion tc the Map
of Europe. As lur. Hughes truth-

fully observes, "A good Map is

capable of becoming, in the handa
of an intelligent master, an instru-
ment for teaching a great deal
more than is commonly learned
from it," and this is. in our opinion,
a very successful attempt to show
how this may be done. The plan

tho book, which may bo safely
recommended to those who are

preparing for the ordeal of a civil

service examination." Critic.

Philips' Smaller Series of School-
room Maps. Size 3 feet by 2 feet 6 inches.

rollers and varnished, price 7s. 6d.
LIST OF THE MAPS.

Mounted on

EUROPE
ENGLAND AND WALES
PALESTINK
AUSTRALIA

SCOTLAND
IRELAND
WANDERINGS OF THE
ISRAELITES

Other Maps of the Series in preparation.

THE
above are reductions of the

largo scries, constructed by
William Hughes, F.R.G.S., and are

designed for use in Private Schools
and Families. They are clearly

and distinctly engraved, and em-

body an amount of information
not to be had in any similar series

of Maps.

Hughes's Series of Maps, illustrating
the Physical Geography of the Great Divisions of the Globe,

with Palestine and the British Islands, on an enlarged scale.

Constructed by William Hughes, F.R.G.S. Size 21 inches

by 17 inches. Beautifully colored. On sheets, each Is. Od.

Or mounted on rollers and varnished . . ,, 2s. 6d.

LIST OP
1 Physical Map of the Eastern

Hemisphere, with Isotherms
of Mean Annual Tempera-
ture, Currents, &c.

2 Physical Map of the Western

Hemisphere, ditto

3 Physical Map of Europe, colored

according to the Drainage of

its different Seas, with Isoth-

erms of Mean Summer and
Winter Temperature, &c.

4 Europe, according to its Politi-

5 Asia [cal Divisions
6 Africa
7 North America
8 South America

THE MAPS.
9 Australia and New Zealand
10 Physical Map of the British

Islands, with Section of the

Land, Co-Tidal Lines, Sound-

ings, &c.

11 England and Wales, with the

Towns classified according to

the population, and their Rail-

way-distance from London
12 Scotland, ditto

18 Ireland, ditto

14 Physical Map of Palestine, with

the Sinai Peninsula, Ac.

15 The World, Stereographically

projected on the Plane of the

Horizon of London

EDUCATIONAL MAPS.

Philips' Series of Large Sixpenny Maps,
Size full sheet Imperial, 22 by 27 inches, colored.

LIST OF THE MAPS
1 The World, on Mercator's Pro-

|
41 Tartnry

2 Northern Hemisphere [jection
3 Southern ditto

4 Eastern ditto

5 Western ditto

6 North-Horizontal ditto

7 South ditto

8 Europe General Map
9 British Isles

10 England j

11 Scotland
12 Ireland
13 The Channel Islands, including

Isle of Man and Isle of NVight
14 Chart of the Baltic Sea
15 France, in Departments
16 France, in Provinces
17 Chart of the Mediterranean
18 Spain and Portugal
19 Switzerland
20 Italy
21 Milanese States

22 Tuscany and the States of the
Church

23 Venetian States
24 Naples and Sicily
25 Turkey in Europe, and Greece
2(5 Austria
27 Germany Northern Part
28 Germany Southern Part
29 Prussia
30 Belgium
31 Holland
32 Denmark
33 Sweden and Norway
34 Russia in Europe
35 Asia General Map
36 Russian Empire
37 Turkey in Asia
38 Palestine
39 Persia and Cabool
40 Arabia, Egypt, Abyssinia & Nubia

42 China
43 Corca and Islnrms of Japan
44 India Northern Part
45 India Southern Part
46 East India Islands
47 Islands in the Pacific

48 Australia
49 New South Wales and Van Die-

man's Land
50 New Zealand
51 Africa General Map
52 America General Map
53 (JiiHrt of the Atlantic
54 Atlantic Islands
55 North America
56 Canada, Nova Scotia, New Bruns-

wick, Ac.
57 United States

58 Central America and Mexico
59 West Indies
CO Islands of Bermuda, Bahama

and Cuba
61 Jamaica
62 St. Domingo and Virgin Isles
C3 St. Christopher's, with Nevis and

St. Lucia
64 Antigua, with Gnadaloupe, Ac.
65 Dominico, with Murtinico, <tc.

66 Barbadoes and St. Vincent
67 Trinidad, Grenada, Tobago, and

Carncoa
68 South America
69 Guiana and Brazil

70 Peru, Chili, Bolivia, and La Plata
71 Chart of the Arctic Regions, with

all the recent Discoveries
72 Chart of the North-west Passage

between Asia and America
73 Table of comparative Heights of

Mountains
'4 Ditto Lengths of Rivers

The same Maps, printed on superfine paper and extra

colored ....... each Is. Od.

Mounted on rollers and varnished. . . 3*. 6rf.

Philips' Cabinet Series of Educational

Maps. Size Imperial Quarto. Engraved from original

drawings, made expressly for this Series, and embodying an

amount of Geographical Information not hitherto obtainable

for the purposes of Teaching. The Series contains Maps of

Physical, General, and Classical Geography, any of which

may be had separately. Edited by William Hughes, F.R.G.S.

pobtrn Paps.
Price Is- each.

1 & 2 Eastern and Western Hemi-

spheres Double Map
3 World, on Mercator's Projection-

Double Map
'

4 NorthPolar Regions DoubleMap
39 United States Double Map

Price 4d. each.

5 Europe General Map
6 The British Islands (Political)

7 England and Wales

8 Scotland
9 Ireland

10 France, in Provinces

11 France, in Departments
12 Belgium
13 Holland
14 Prussia
15 The former Kingdom of Polano,

prior to its partition between

Russia, Austria, and Prussia

16 Sweden and Norway, with the

Circuit of the Baltic Coasts

17 Denmark, with Iceland and Faroe

18 Russia in Europe [Islands

19 Minor States of Germany
20 Austrian Empire
21 Switzerland
22 Spain and Portugal
23 Italy
24 Turkey in Europe and Greece

25 Asia General Map
26 Turkey in Asia

27 Russia in Asia, including Sibena

and Transcaucasia

28 Persia, with Afghanistan and

29 India [Beloochistan
30 The Empires of China and Japan
31 Australia and New Zealand

32 New South Wales, Victoria, and

the settled portions of South

Australia
33 East Indian Archipelago
34 New Zealand, and the smaller

Island-groups of Polynesia

TEE MAPS.
1 35 Africa General Map

36 Egypt and Arabia Petraea, with
Nubia and Abyssinia

37 Northern and Southern Africa,

including the Barbary States,

with the Cape Colony and Natal

33 North America
39 United State?
40 Canada, and the adjoining Pro-

vinces of British North America
41 Mexico and Yucatan
42 The West Indies, and the States

of Central America
43 South America

Price Gil each.
44 Palestine

45 The World, as known to the
Ancients

46 The Roman Empire Western half

47 The Roman Empire Easternhalf

48 Greece, with the Islands of the

.Cgzan

|r/gskal paps.
Price $d. each.

i. Physical Map of theWorld (No. 1)

showing the Natural Divisions

and Features of the Land and
Water

ii. PhysicalMapoftheWprld(No.2)
illustrating the Climates of

Different Regions, with tho

Principal Hydrographic Basins

of either Continent

iii. Physical Map of theWorld (No. 3)

illustrating the Distribution of

Vegetable Life in different

Regions, and as affected by Con-

ditions of Climate

iv. Physical Map of the British

Islands

Diagram showing the comparative

Heights of Mountains and

Lengths of Rivers
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